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These are the readings that will be discussed at the meeting. Items 6, 7, and 9 are
in this pdf. Please click on “follows” or scroll down to their appropriate pages.
The rest of the articles here can be accessed on the web through their own external
links provided. If you cannot read all of the material, the VOTF team will briefly
summarize each item at the appropriate time during the discussion.
1. “Open Wide our Hearts,” 2018 pastoral document of the U.S. Conference of
Catholic Bishops. https://www.usccb.org/issues-and-action/human-life-anddignity/racism/upload/open-wide-our-hearts.pdf
2. Interview with Bryan Massingale SJ, in Commonweal.
https://www.commonwealmagazine.org/worship-false-god
3. Daniel F. Horan OFM, “When Will US Bishops Address Evil Systemic
Racism? https://www.ncronline.org/news/opinion/faith-seekingunderstanding/when-will-us-bishops-address-evil-systemic-racism-head
4. Shannen Dee Williams, “The Church must make reparation for its role in
slavery, segregation.” National Catholic Reporter
https://www.ncronline.org/news/opinion/church-must-make-reparation-its-roleslavery-segregation
5. “Black Catholics: Words Not Enough as Church Decries Racism” AP article.
https://www.voanews.com/usa/race-america/black-catholics-words-not-enoughchurch-decries-racism
6. Desegregating the Altar: The Josephites and the Struggle for Black Priests.
Book review by Randall M. Miller, published in U.S. Catholic Historian. [follows
in PDF]
7. Oral History interview with Sister Gwynette Proctor. From Habits of
Change: An Oral History of American Nuns by Carole Garibaldi Rogers (Oxford
University Press, 2011). [follows in PDF]

8. Pope Sends Strong Message to US Catholics After Floyd Death” AP article.
https://www.voanews.com/usa/pope-sends-strong-message-us-catholics-afterfloyd-death
9. Church of St. Francis Xavier, New York. Pastoral Council Statement on
Communal Commitment to Establishing Racial Equity and Dismantling Racial
Injustice. [follows in PDF]
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Randall M. Miller
Stephen Ochs's almost lyrical study tells the story of a man, a
mission, and a message. The man was the Reverend John R. Slattery,
the dynamic and enigmatic son of Irish immigrants who rose from his

New York boyhood to become the English Mill Hill Fathers' American
provincial and later the first American superior general (1893-1904) of the
St. Joseph's Society of the Sacred Heart, or Josephites, "the sole Roman
Catholic clerical society of priests and brothers devoted exclusively to min
istry in the Afro-American community" (p. 2). If an institution is the shadow
of a man, Slattery was that man for the Josephites. His vision of a black
Catholic clergy defined the Josephites' mission and identity long after he
resigned in frustration and finally left the church altogether. Other figures
loom large in Ochs's history, but Slattery's shadow hangs over them all.
Indeed, it serves as Ochs's principal framing device by which he measures
the stature and courage of clergy and laity alike as they wrestled with the
issue of a black priesthood from the Second Plenary Council of 1866 to the
civil rights movement ofthe 1960s.
The mission was the church's outreach to blacks, both to preserve the faith
of those few already within the Catholic fold and to convert Protestants and
the unchurched. The mission included catechizing, schooling, and preaching
among blacks in the American South, where the Josephites operated from
their Maryland foundation and where most blacks resided well into this cen
tury. It also demanded educating white Catholics to open their hearts, if not
their churches, to accept blacks as fellow parishioners ? and as priests.
The message was that the church must invite all God's children to the altar.
Everywhere it went in the world, the church sought to recruit native clergy as
a means to win converts. Rome insisted that America would be no different.

One of Ochs's leitmotifs is the recurrent papal prodding for American bish
ops to do more for blacks and the American counterpoint, played on a theme

of Americanism, that mixed republicanism and racism in defense of
American rights. Southern churchmen thought the universal church should
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respect the particular racial etiquette of their region that kept blacks segregat
ed in back benches and out of seminaries. In the end, in conjunction with the

modern civil rights movement, the church's message prevailed, redeeming
the Josephites' mission and the men, like Slattery, who believed in it.

Ochs begins his account with a survey of early ministries to blacks in the
United States. He sets his historical narrative in a larger comparative frame
work of missionary work elsewhere, reminding readers that the church's cen
turies-old tradition of recruiting native clergy enjoined American bishops to

encourage vocations and to build seminaries, even as the multiethnic
American church struggled to define itself and to determine who should rule
at home. Before the Civil War the American church had largely failed in its
mission to blacks. Understaffed, poor, and self-conscious of its minority sta
tus in a stridently evangelical Protestant culture, the church accommodated to
local norms on race. Bishops refused even to countenance the ordination of
blacks to the priesthood lest they challenge white supremacy and invite hos

tility toward the church generally. Such an attitude persisted into the
mid-twentieth century, and by Ochs's reasoning, constituted a main stum
bling block to a black clergy. Even when Josephites and others trained black
clergy, southern bishops (and after the "great migration" of blacks northward,
northern bishops too) refused them offices. Ochs's understanding ofthe insti
tutional structure of Catholicism allows him to make clear how unbreachable

were ecclesiastical boundaries and how tenaciously bishops clung to their
prerogatives. Popular support for a black clergy was never enough. Only the
combined forces of pressure from Rome, changing (more tolerant) racial atti
tudes in America, insistence from black laity, and arguments from various
priests finally opened the sacristy to blacks.
With emancipation, Ochs observes, the church lost an opportunity to evan

gelize among blacks. While southern bishops lined up against Radical

Reconstruction, many black Catholics went over to Protestant bodies more
attuned to their needs. The American church preoccupied itself with organiz
ing and ministering to the millions of new immigrants after the 1870s, and
notwithstanding their concerns (stated in the Second and Third Plenary
Councils) about "the Negro problem," the prelates "substituted rhetoric for
actions when dealing with blacks. The widespread belief that blacks were
morally, intellectually, and spiritually unfit for the priesthood and that white

Catholics and southerners would not tolerate a black clergy in any case crip
pled missionary efforts for the next 70 years.
From the arrival of the Reverend Herbert Vaughan and four other English
Mill Hill Fathers in 1871 into the twentieth century, the church's ministry to

blacks would largely be in the hands of Josephites. The missionary task
proved too much for the English Mill Hill Fathers, who suffered isolation,
poverty, and physical exhaustion and in 1878 turned over their American
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work to Slattery. In 1893 the American Josephites became an independent
community. The Josephites built churches and ran schools across the South,
though they tended to concentrate in the Chesapeake and Gulf regions where

most Catholics lived. Most important, at Slattery's insistence and with the
support of such powerful "Americanists" as Archbishop John Ireland, the
Josephites admitted blacks into their preparatory and major seminaries.
Ochs argues that the ecclesiastical structure of the church worked against

Slattery's efforts as bishops refused their parishes to black clergy. Much
opposition to black seminarians existed, but it hid behind words such as
"qualifications." Slattery, too, doubted blacks' abilities. The unhappy person
al relations he had with Charles R. Uncles, the first black Josephite priest
(1891), and the repeated humiliations in trying to place the first three black

Josephites soured Slattery on the church and blacks on the Josephites.
Slattery had compromised his own effort by imposing extra duties on black
candidates and limiting admissions to the Josephite seminaries. Paternalistic
toward blacks, he was impatient with critics. Amid the rise of Jim Crow in
the South and the decline of his Americanist friends in the church, Slattery

retreated and in 1904 resigned as superior general. In 1906, fired by mod
ernism, he renounced Catholicism ? an act that almost brought down the
Josephites and embarrassed the cause of black priests.
From 1904 to 1918, by Ochs's reckoning, the Josephites lacked firm lead

ership. The Society, he continues, recovered its fortunes under Louis B.
Pastorelli, who brought "order, centralization, and businesslike management"
during his long tenure as superior general (1918-1942), but conceded to oth
ers the training of a black clergy. Pastorelli admitted a few mulattos to the
Josephites' Epiphany Apostolic College and St. Joseph's Seminary, largely as
a sop to critics who charged the Society with abandoning Slattery's mission,
but until the 1930s he categorically excluded black applicants.
At this critical juncture, Ochs points out, activist black Catholics, led by
Thomas Wyatt Turner, a biology professor at Howard University, seized the
moment. A new generation of black Catholics had grown up emboldened by
the prospects for a black clergy and impatient with a patronizing archbishop
of Baltimore and superior general of the Josephites. They wanted Jim Crow
out of the church and more blacks in it. Through such organizations as the

Federated Colored Catholics (1925), they protested against segregation at
Catholic University and Pastorelli's policies. Ochs views black lay activism,
and the distrust it engendered between blacks and white church superiors, as
the seedbed for resentments that sprouted anew in the form of the Reverend

George A. Stallings, Jr., and the Imani Temple movement in 1989 ? an
interesting, though unproved, suggestion. More concretely, Ochs shows that
black activists like Turner got sympathetic hearings from papal representa
tives and missionaries, such as the Reverend Ignatius Lissner of the Society
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of African Missions, which led in 1921 to the establishment of a seminary for

blacks (moved to Bay St. Louis, Mississippi, in 1923 and named St.
Augustine's Seminary) by the Divine Word Missionaries. Although segregat
ed, the seminary found immediate appeal among prospective black seminari
ans. Pastorelli was happy to recommend blacks there, as were bishops, under
standing that the responsibility for black clergy had been assumed by others
while the cause of white missionary work among blacks would remain with
the Josephites.
But, as Ochs shows so well in his calibrations on changing social condi
tions nudging Josephite action, the success of the seminary caused Pastorelli
to open the Josephites' doors again, if only to retain influence among black
Catholics and his own activist clergy. In 1941 a black Josephite was ordained,
the first since 1907. More important, as Ochs emphasizes, a changing of the
guard within the church opened up opportunities for black clergy. In 1934
four black priests from St. Augustine's Seminary were appointed to a black
parish in Lafayette, Louisiana. Later, northern-born Archbishop Joseph F.
Rummel of New Orleans invited black priests into his archdiocese, desegre
gated schools and altar, and even faced down Leander Perez in Plaquemines

Parish.

Edward V. Casserly, Pastorelli's successor, was not shy in advocating a
black clergy. Favored by civil rights reform blowing through the South and
receptive bishops like Rummel, Casserly and the Josephites reclaimed their

primacy among blacks. Under Casserly, during the 1940s, the issue was no
longer whether to enroll black seminarians, but how many. The rector at the
college feared that too many blacks would alter the Society's character and so
fought a rearguard action against admissions, dredging up old canards about

blacks' supposedly shallow spirituality and inherent immorality. Casserly
resented both the racism and the challenge to his authority and forced admis
sions. In this, one sees how important strong leadership was in shaping a reli
gious order. Just by controlling the admissions policy to the seminary, for
example, the superior general could draw the social, ideological, and spiritual
profile of an order. Although Ochs does not explicitly develop that argument,
his emphasis on the role of superior generals from Slattery onward suggests it
and the Casserly case confirms it.
Ochs closes his masterful history with a characterization of the 1960s and

early 1970s as a time of stress. The Second Vatican Council, the "black
power movement," and the Vietnam War rent the American church. Black
clergy, organized in the Black Catholic Clergy Caucus (1968), decried the
lack of leadership roles for blacks and the racism in the church, charges
echoed by several Josephites and directed at their own order. In his epilogue

Ochs sounds a more optimistic note, pointing to increased black vocations
and the elevation of three black Josephites to the episcopacy. He caps the
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story with the installation of Eugene A. Marino, S.S.J., as archbishop of
Atlanta. In reality and symbolically, the altar was desegregated.
Ochs's book is both timely and long overdue. The recent upsurge in black
visibility within the church ? witness both the Marino installation and the

Stallings affair ? makes Ochs's deeply researched, uncommonly balanced
history essential reading for anyone who hopes to understand the evolution of

church policy regarding blacks generally and native clergy particularly.
Through the lens of the Josephite experience, Ochs reveals the ubiquity and
tenacity of American Catholic racism, which, for him as for the black priests
he brings to life so well in his book, seemed almost intractable because it had
insinuated itself everywhere within the American church in the form of pater
nalism. The white clergy harbored self-doubts about blacks' abilities, even as

they sought conversions and vocations among them. By his exhaustive
research in diocesan and religious archives, Ochs plumbs the depths of insti
tutional racism, charting how Catholic institutions pitted self-interest and

institutional security against prophetic vision and social conscience. Yet,
those same records reveal heart and soul, pointing to the uplifting vision of
Slattery, Casserly, Jesuits such as John LaFarge, the Divine Word missionar
ies, the black priests themselves, the Holy See, black activists such as Turner,

and others.

Ochs's work commands attention. Particularly significant, in light of Jay
Dolan's recent series on the Catholic parish, Ochs extends his inquiry down
ward into the parish and among the folk. His book largely focuses on the pol
itics and personalities within the religious orders and episcopal offices, but
his attention to the responses of black, and white, lay people to black priests
reminds us that the definition of the church had many local permutations. At

the parish level at least, people expected the church to mirror society. At the

same time, Ochs shows that institutional factors matter. The church is an
institution. Missing that fact has caused some recent scholars to misread
Catholic experience. Not so Ochs. Like Thomas Spalding's excellent recent
work on the Archdiocese of Baltimore (The Premier See [1989]), Ochs's
superb history succeeds by charting how Catholic institutions developed over
time in response both to American culture and society and Catholic teaching
and interest. In so doing, Ochs has made a major contribution not only to our
understanding of desegregating the altar but to the evolving character of the
church itself.
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